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CINCLANTFLT

SECRET COMINT CHANNELS

A. USAFSS 0318932 NOTAL

B. USAFSS 0614232 NOTAL

1. COMM PROVISIONS REF A CONSIDERED MIN NECESSARY SUPPORT

2. REF B INDICATES DIFFICULTIES IN MEETING COMM REQUIREMENTS, PARTICULARLY WITH REGARD SECURE VOICE COMMS FROM TO ARGU.

3. I MOST STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT TRANSFER OF MISSION REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES FROM _BE DEFERRED UNTIL SUCH A TIME AS ALL COMM FACILITIES ARE INSTALLED AND OPERATION, AND A DEMONSTRATED CAPABILITY EXISTS SATISFACTORY TO TO PROVIDE HIM WITH TIMELY AND COMPLETE INTELLIGENCE TO THE SAME DEGREE AS IS CURRENTLY BEING DONE BY

4. PLEASE ADVISE ASAP.

M63 NOTE DTG 061423Z AGI 54974

DTG 031893Z AGI 54576

WRD/QPN 7/3-67
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